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SUBJECT: 
ABSTRACT
ne current piece of writing aims to explain the significance and importance and the 

analysis of the English language, as the answer for global accepting and world instruction

under the phenomena called globalization. This analysis shows that distinct views asses 
the phenomena mostly to the same conclusion: the English language is the nowadays tool 

tor international organization and communication Major international and transnational 

organizations do have a policy of having the English language under their competencies 

such as lINTERPOL and UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION, to name only two of the 

biggest ones, and most known the competencies of these organizations show that the 
English language is fundamental, to say the least. Also, in major activity events, such as the 
ones Brazil will be playing a major role in the next years, English will be the input for 
making the communication in the actions flourishing or not. To assist and connect with 
the universe and global stage at this world then the English language will mostly be useful 

only ifit is in use. 

INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present article is to conceit that the English language and globalization
march side by side, towards the aim of communication, business and politics, making 
simpler the ways around the world away from the pragmatically approach about the 
language and the globalization itself. It is also uncovered the realistic use of the English
language in the daily of the human being all over the world. 

The way used for the construction of this study was the systematic examination of articles, e-books and websites linked to the issue. 
According to David Graddol, 
"there wil be two billion people speaking or learning English within a decade. For The Economist2 English is the language of globalization, among other nouns. Everywhere, anywhere today and most certainly tomorrow, English is to be present in the life of every citizen around the globe. It is the main tool for operating in mostfields: INTERNET, banking, travelling." 

Globalization is all the time more of relations of people, culture and economy. It can contribute to economic growth in different countries. The word can also submit to the global movement of ideas, languages, and popular culture. 
Even though the frequent practice of the phrase of globalization started in 1970s and Some scholars claim that the real globalization is antique, the truth is: it is here and it is 
followed by the English language, like it or not. English, or better said, the concept o English language known as 'International English' is the global view of the language or an 
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international standard for the language. It can also be referred as: Global Englísh, World 

English or even Globish. In spite of the at variance if it is a preferred standardization or 

killing of the language, the focus here is to show that it is globally accredited to be the 

most global language of all times. 

VALUES OF GLOBALIZATION 

It is possibly simplistic to say that from the last twenty years is the tíme period of 

globalization. Yes there is even more increasing intercontinental commerce, financial and 

technological which copulates to an international economy. But not only those, the flux of 

innovations, information and people also reaches a higher level every day. With those, 

problems that once were local, today are global, to name some: environmental 

obliteration, secret immigration, violence, drug trafficking, these troubles do not any more 

go stable under a nations rule of justice, and it does not subject how tough the realm is 

they have gone global. 

The rise and fall of information and people increases in the world these days and with it 

known problems, the distance between the globally included and those expelled. The 
counterpoint of this problem is the increase of an uncontrollable migration rise and fal 

with its exposure: intolerance. Diseases also do not esteem limits and the stable migration 

of people makes it easier for it to spread. Drug Cartels and planned offense are increasing 

and regrouping in the most unbelievable ways decades before. 

This globalization does not come only in the evil way. There has also grown an 
international wide awake that the world is on 'One world or no world'. In an each time 
more mutually dependent world, global problems require world approach. 

The surroundings most surely show that the world is covered in itself. If a adversity

happens on one side of the Globe, most positively it will resound on another side. Such 
views nowadays are easier to see when we talk about the El Niño. As the slogan says that 
does something close by, imagine globally, the prologue of the notion of harmony 

questions the economic control when planning come to environmental troubles. 

The almost synchronized creation of the Green Parties in Europe, and around the world 

afterwards, shows that the values of humanity tend to be the same. Also other 

organizations such as International Amnesty show that even in the world of war, be it 

local, national or world, the values are each time similar. 

A lot of global troubles and co-dependent needs can only show that we do live in a world 

with similar, if not corresponding principles. Any reasonable human being will see that 

these needs and values do need to be transmissible in the region of the Globe. And the 

way today for that to happen, for good or bad, is by the Englishlanguage. 

IMPORTANCE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AT INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONAL AND 

COMMUNICATION 

There are six official language existed in United Nation, but among them English is the 

most reliable language and most accepted among the people. The 1945 constituent 

agreement of The United Nations Organization did not offer authorized languages for its 

offices, it was flush enacted in five languages: English, Russian, Chinese, Spanish, and 

French. 
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uages and 

Throughout the first session of the United Nations common congregation 

lasti 

and accepted rules of procedure and actice location out the five lang 

others 
). In 1983 the Security Council also recognized English, am le 

operational languages: English and French. In the next year it was adopte 

The phenomena globalization and universal and they require for a resourceful communication around the world is an information which does not inadequate or not, believing or not, it is a fact. The sphere of English is, today. need for any professional and specialized in any main area. The internationaentia 

as the working languages. 

method of 
Our a es 

zation of 
as 

before and the learning of the language opens doors for individual, profession Said cultural development. onal 

manpower made nations accept English as the official language of the world, 
and 

early 

The Universities colleges just about the world nowadays are trying more and more. 

the 

the factual knowledge of English language in its exams. Not only the student need 
private 

acknowledgement and use of the language, also the professional in different areas, nri and state, need this knowledge in proper way. The authenticity shows that: or you ha have 
the sphere of the language or your probability will be less. 
With the advent of the INTERNET, the knowledge of the English language is fundament for the one in search of a more efficient research trough the wwW - World Wide eh INTERNET also tends to be, in the future, one of the most powerful technological instruments, which will send information in a more efficient way, in a faster way. 
English, is the most excepted and well-known language in the order of the world. Even in 
other major countries like China, India and many more people are talking more and more 
in English. If you take a trip, and you use the language, your trip will undoubtedly be much 
more pleasurable. 

In common, it can be uttered the words that there is a 'Universe of the EnglishLanguage'. This appearance reaches the language, culture, education, goods of all sorts et. 
This universe wrapped all conduct of life of contemporaneous. The use of English expressions in other languages is particularly lot. It is simply mentioned that conclusionisthat you are in a very concrete sense, disadvantaged if you do not know English. 
REGIONALISM, INTERNATIONAL AGENDA AND GLOBALIZATION OF 21STCENTURYA legal agreement has already been done that the word which emerged from the 1990s is specifically defined by the term globalization and the regionalism in which the role of well 
known nation and state is unclear. The happening of globalization had before uncovere 
to be irreversible because of a world absorbed in an autonomous creating and opening 
various regions, the crash of commercial barriers and political and the new structure of 
the universal financier system. It is like to the globalization and its occurrence there was 
also increase regionalism. Different parts of chief nations are regrouping in certl 
regions about commercial assistance mainly, Europe is one of the best explicit exau 
and ASEAN and MERCOSUL are other examples 
Every time more combined world, actions from local places does influenceahe proceedings. The present era is a new one, starts in a more versatile area that tne 
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has no experience of it before. And this is the reason that there is a need to examine and attach the system trough another new systems: socíally, legally, politically, culturally, militarily, and connection has to be done in a language that all can comprehend. 
Every year hundreds of big business men and their resources persons, bankers, state 
human resources, journalists and intellectuals from varíous parts of the world meet in 
one place at Davos, Switzerland for the World Economic discussion. Each year they 
reorganize new policies and ideas select on the path of the world must take, they mange 
virtually all big international sectors and institutions, some of the governments and they 

mainy tocuses on the use of English Language to arrogate, derogate, advocate and allot 
decisions that will touch and influence every living human being in the world. 

ft is quite open that the upcoming 21t century on the way of progress with the English 

Language is in the central factor. At international region, it will be exclusively accepted as 
essential factor. Even when we talk in regionalism the English Language will be used and 
determined to externalize the climax and scheme of those nations or regions. The most 
significant and important and maybe not the most recognized, international meeting 
organized in Davos, every year also has it's externalization as of side to side the media 
completed frequently done in English Language, not to say the discussion itself that do 
occur in the English Language as excellent.

CONCLUSION 
So the significance and importance of English language resides on knowing the knowledge 
and using it. And so, while using the language it is necessary that the user has a 
conceptual theoretical understanding of what language is from the point of the knowledge 
needed to use it and from the point of the use that is made from these acknowledgement, 
to make meanings in the communal world. In this sense the building of the sense is social. 
The symbols that name social identity's, such as: rich, poor, men, women, black, white, 
homosexual, heterosexual, elderly, youth et, are inherent in the purpose of how people 
can act in the language or with others in relative to them, in their range of connections, 
oral and written, from which they contribute. When uttering the language with another, it 
is done from a determined social place, and historical one. 

In the systemic level a person already knows that the construction of meanings envelops 
the establishment of cohesive standards, so when finding the pronoun 'he, in Portuguese, 
it is known he has to search before, in the text, the masculine gender. In the world 
knowledge, a person knows he has to look in the text for a correct meaning froma 
coherent understanding. In the organization knowledge, it will be known to the reader 
that in a certain area of the text, it will be referent to a certain topic, such as signature in a 

letter, for instance. The main objective is to show how the learning of a non-maternal 
language, mainly English, can be done, towards communication in a globalist world. 
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